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ABOUT THE STUDY
Monsignor Fernand Toussaint is eminently qualified by nationality,
education, and ecclesiastical office to discuss the theological significance
of the last Marian apparition to be approved by the Church.
Born in Bande (Province of Luxembourg), Belgium, on September 27,
1917, Monsignor Toussaint studied for the priesthood in the minor
seminary at Bastogne and the major seminary at Namur, where he was
ordained on July 26, 1942. After ordination he pursued studies in canon
law leading to the doctorate in 1946 . The following year he was called
to the chancery at Namur to act as secretary to the Bishop and was
appointed a member of the diocesan commission investigating Beauraing.
Ecclesiastical honors followed in rapid succession. In 1954, Monsignor
Toussaint was made honorary canon of the Cathedral of Namur, and in
1957, he was made Officialis and Vicar General of the Diocese of Namur
and elevated to the rank of Domestic Prelate.
For a history of the apparitions and an account of the events leading
up to their definitive ecclesiastical approbation in 1949, the reader is
referred to the first complete book in English Our Lady of Beauraing,
co-authored by Don Sharkey and Rev. Joseph Debergh, O.M.1. (Hanover
House, Div. of Doubleday, New York, 1958, 239 pp., $3 .75) and Marian
Reprint No . 64, The Beauraing Documents of Bishop Charue.
The center for the Beauraing apostolate in this country is the Pro
Maria Committee , 22 Second Avenue, Lowell, Massachusetts. We are
grateful to its director, Father Joseph Debergh, O.M .!., for copies of the
original (Beauraing parmi les apparitions mariales de l'epoque moderne)
and the translation by a Sister of Notre Dame de Namur.
The present article, published in the Revue Diocesaine de Namur,
XIII, no. 2, (March-April, 1959), was presented in the form of a report
to the Third International Mariological Congress held at Lourdes in
September, 1958.
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Monsignor Fernand Toussaint
The purpose of this report (presented at the Marian Congress of
Lourdes, on September 11, 1958) is to set forth the close connection
that exists between the apparitions of Beauraing and the principal
Marian apparitions of the modern world. It will bear in particular on
the following points:
1) a comparative study of the circumstances surrounding the apparitions and the difficulties which they caused,
2) the meaning and doctrinal import of the different apparitions and
the message given by the Blessed Virgin,
3) finally, the spiritual graces which were the immediate result of
the apparitions.
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This comparative study, already limited from the logical point of
view, will be necessarily limited with regard to the choice of apparitions
taken for comparison. Without wishing to diminish the importance of
certain of them, we shall be obliged, for lack of time, to consider the
apparitions which have been exhaustively studied, and naturally we
shall speak especially of the apparitions of Lourdes; and afterwards, of
those of La Salette, Fatima, Pontmain, and Banneux.
First of all, it is important to recall briefly the essential characteristics
of each one of these apparitions.
1) The apparitions of La Salette on September 10, 1846, given to two
children fifteen and eleven years old, constituted an urgent appeal for
the conversion of Christian people and for daily prayers.
2) There were eighteen apparitions at Lourdes . They took place from
February 11, to July 16, 1858. The Blessed Virgin appeared to Bernadette
Soubirous, fourteen years old at the time. Calling herself the " Immaculate Conception," Our Lady pleaded for penance and prayer.
3) The apparition of Pontmain took place on January 17, 1871. The
Blessed Virgin appeared to two boys, twelve and ten years old, and to
two little girls of school age. The Lady did not speak a single word but
showed the children this simple script: " Pray, my children; God will
soon hear your prayers. My Son is allowing Himself to be moved. "
4) The Fatima apparitions were in 1917. On May 13 , June 13, July 13,
August 19, September 13, and October 13, the Blessed Virgin appeared
to three children, ten, nine, and seven years old. She declared herself the
"Queen of the Rosary" and insisted that sinners pray and make sacrifices
to avoid damnation. She announced the approaching end of the war, and
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at the last apparition produced in the heavens the miracle that she had
predicted as proof of her appearances.
5) The apparitions of Beauraing were in the interval from November
29, 1932 to January 3, 1933. The Blessed Virgin appeared thirty-three
times to five children between the ages of nine and fifteen. She revealed
that she was the Queen of Heaven, showed her Golden Heart, and asked
her favorites to pray and to sacrifice themselves for her. She, in her
turn, assured them she would convert sinners.
6) At Banneux, the Blessed Virgin appeared eight times, from January
5 to May 2, 1933, to a little girl, tweJ.ve years old. She called herself the
Virgin of the Poor, Mother of the Savior, Mother of God, and said that
she had come for all nations and for the consolation of the sick. Several
times she asked for prayers.
All these apparitions have several traits in common:
1) Each apparition of the Blessed Virgin was the object of attack.
If, at the beginning, the apparitions had fervent believers, they also met
fierce detractors. Some were in opposition on principle, not wishing to
admit the interference of the supernatural in human life; others feared
that religion itself might suffer from what they thought a too great credulity; others were opposed to the supernatural reality of these visions
because such and such a fact did not fit in with the criteria they exacted
in matters of credibility or because the manner of acting of certain children did not correspond to the idea they had of an authentic visionary.
The clergy themselves generally, in the beginning, maintained a prudent reserve, which, in some, did not exclude a certain hostility. The
rector of Fatima, the Pastor of Lourdes, and, in the beginning at least,
the Pastor of Beauraing hesitated before speaking out in favor of the
hypothesis of the divine character of the apparitions. Doubtless, the
attitude of these priests can be explained from their pastoral responsibility, but in certain cases, in one at least, it was the result of real incredulity. In no case can one justly accuse the clergy of having favored
the beginning and early development of these extraordinary events.
2) It is rather typical that Our Lady always appears to children of
humble condition, of little or no education, who are not outstanding for
unusual piety. Nothing, either in their education, in their family, or in
their personal behavior indicated that one day they would be the chosen
ones of the Blessed Virgin.
The youth of the favorites of Our Lady caused certain polemicists to
rise up against the authenticity of these apparitions. Some, especially
with regard to the most r ecent apparitions, did not fail to appeal to the
psychic powers of the child who is easily exposed to the abnormal phenomena of hallucination, illusion, exaggeration, pretense, etc. This objection was so much the more eagerly accepted by some since the parents,
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living in a very humble condition, even in necessity, could hope to draw
material profit from the role played by their children. At Lourdes
especially, at Fatima and at Beauraing, the disinterestedness of the
children was brought out. The medical examination of the children as
well as consequent events ref uted the accusations brought against them .
3) On examining the apparitions themselves, the first thing that
strikes u s is that Our Lady appears alone, with the exception of the
last phase of Pontmain and the apparition of October 13 at Fatima. She
shows herself, whatever her message, as a Lady of dazzling beauty,
graciously affable in her gestures as in her smile, wearing a very simple
dress, whose detail, varying from one apparition to another, seems to
have a symbolic significance in perfect keeping with the message that
she gives and the titles that she claims. If her first contact with the
visionaries necessarily causes in them an initial movement of surprise or
even of fear, she soon dissipates this first impression, creating in her
favorites a trusting attitude and immediately exercises an irresistible
attraction on them. This is specially verified at Lourdes, Fatima, and
Beauraing.
4) When the apparitions unfold gradually, over a more or less long
period, the Blessed Virgin makes herself known progressively; in this
way she prepares the children to receive with the greatest attention the
message with which she entrusts them.
5) Besides the verbal message, which indeed appears as one of the
major reasons of her apparitions, the Blessed Virgin wished to gratify
her favorites with a communication strictly personal and secret. This
part of the Marian message, destined directly and solely for the children
interests us only in so far as it reveals a delicate attention on the part of
Our Lady with regard to those who, in fact, will have to suffer much for
their visions, and especially from their fidelity in transmitting the message that they received.
6) The repeated appeal for prayer, which becomes more and more
pressing in the measure that we approach our century, constit utes one
of the most remarkable constants of all these apparitions. From all the
evidence, this appeal of the Blessed Virgin is chiefly aimed at personal
prayer which she wishes to be more frequent and fervent. But the
Blessed Virgin urges also social prayer, under the guise of pilgrimages
to the sanctuary whose erection she asks for on the very site of the apparitions. Our Lady gives a special reason for this movement of prayer
in calling to mind the distress of poor sinners. She turns then, explicitly,
to the duty of penance and the idea of sacrifice. This fundamental message is valuable for all times ; it ties in with the lessons of the Gospel.
But the importance that it assumes in the modern apparitions and the
insistance, more and more pressing with which the Blessed Virgin leads
us to this idea of prayer, of sacrifice, and of penance, seems to challenge
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the modern mentality and to point up the grave dangers that this mentality has for Christian souls. It seems indeed that the Blessed Virgin
comes to cry out in alarm to a world where materialism and the appetite
for pleasure have blurred the sense of God and the feeling of dependance
upon Him.
7) One can say that all the children chosen by the Blessed Virgin
drew no human advantage from the grace accorded them. On the contrary, a comparative study of the different apparitions shows how they
marked the beginning of suffering for the children, as much from their
families and their immediate environment as from those who were, in
any way whatever, connected with the events. Does one need to recall
all that little Lucy of Fatima had to suffer from her parents and the
authorities upon whom she depended? Bernadette had to endure the
scepticism and the mockery of constituted authority. The children of
La Salette were harshly taken to task . Closer to us, the children of
Beauraing were exposed to the worst difficulties. The announcement of
the apparition awakened a violent reaction in their families who even
went so far as to attempt to force them to retract. The adversaries of
the authenticity of the apparitions laid the blame on their families, as
well as on the children, and, through the press, launched the greatest
accusations against the visionaries. If the little girl of Banneux partially
escaped such treatment, it is certain today that she owes it to the fact
that the apparitions of Banneux followed so soon after those of Beauraing,
on which were concentrated the attacks of the adversaries who saw in
Banneux but a prolongation or new edition of Beauraing.
8) Notwithstanding all the attacks, all the trials that these children
had to undergo, the pressure exerted to make them retract their previous
declarations, the snares laid to make them contradict themselves and
one another, it is remarkable that they always kept to the first version
they had given of the facts they had witnessed.
9) After the apparitions, the children tried in no way to profit by their
privileged condition. They always submitted graciously to the ruling of
religious authority in whatever concerned them personally. Certainly,
they cherished an ever-clear memory of their vision and an attachment
to the place where it took place, but they tried in no way to put themselves forward.
10) In fact, certain at least of the great apparitions, such as those of
Lourdes, La Salette, Fatima, and Beauraing were accompanied or followed, even in the very place of the apparitions, by pretended visions,
which, at the moment at least, wer e disturbing. Without being able to
pronounce on the diabolic origin of these visions, it appeared very
quickly that they were only counterfeits of the heaven-born apparitions
and the comparisons that could be established afterwards set off more
clearly the authenticity of the latter.
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But, besides these common aspects which unite one apparition to
another, each one presents particular circumstances which, sometimes
have caused real difficulties for both the commission of inquiry as well
as for the historians and theologians, and sometimes, too, have contributed
finally to reveal more surely the divine character of the apparitions.
Certain apparitions have consisted of but one vision, such as those of
La Salette and Pontmain. These have a rather restricted connection
with a given situation of a temporal order, as at Pontmain, or with a
particularly distressing falling away from Christianity, as at La Salette.
If these single apparitions in one way facilitate the complete historical
reconstruction of events, in another they deprive the examiners of much
information useful for concluding the case.
On the contrary, when there is a series of apparitions, these not only
throw light on one another by their repetition and their progression in a
single line, but they allow the testimony of the visionaries to be corroborated by that of witnesses who have assisted closely at the apparitions, and who have observed and controlled certain external data that
could confirm the assertions of the favorites of Our Lady.
In this connection, the apparition of Fatima possesses an undeniable
advantage. In fact, from July 13, 1917, Our Lady announced for the
thirteenth of October of the same year, a great miracle destined to prove
the veracity of the children : the sign, predicted and awaited, was actually
produced before the eyes of more than 60,000 people. There were other
signs, too, accompanying the celestial phenomenon; they were reported
by thousands of witnesses : for example, a little white cloud, similar to
a puff of incense, surrounded the group of three children during the
vision.
At Lourdes, on Thursday, the twenty-fifth of February, at the command
of Our Lady, Bernadette discovered before an enormous crowd, at the
very place that was indicated to her, a spring whose existence was
unknown to her up to that time. On the seventh of April, in the course
of the seventeenth apparition, the flame of Bernadette's candle remained
in direct contact with her left hand for a quarter of an hour . The fact
was attested to by Doctor Dozous. At the end of the apparition, no one
could find the least trace of burning.
At Beauraing, a similar prodigy was produced on December 8. Tests
were tried on several of the children, especially on Gilberte Degeimbre
and Gilberte Voisin. A match flame was applied to the left hand of the
Voisin girl and the flame licked the back of her hand : not only was
there no reaction from the child, but no trace of burning could be discovered afterwards. On January 3, 1933, at the last apparition, many
witnesses saw a big ball of fire burst with the sound of thunder at the
place where Fernande Voisin, immediately afterwards, was to see the
apparition.
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These three apparitions, even in their unfolding, benefited from the
presence of miracles, whose reality, apart from the testimony of the
visionaries and without their cooperation, can be verified as having close
connection with the visions themselves. In this regard, these apparitions
have an edge on the others; besides, it is not without interest to observe
that in the course of certain apparitions the children were found to be
in a state of insensibility and even of ecstasy.
Just as for the number of apparitions, the number of those favored
with them presents at the same time advantages and disadvantages.
If there is only one visionary, as . at Lourdes and Banneux, it is more
difficult to control the content of her testimony for the very simple
reason that there is no point of comparison. It must be stressed, however,
that the weakness that is implied in the testimony of but one person can
be compensated for by certain other concomitant circumstances already
pointed out.
If there are several visionaries, the unanimous testimony of these
children, whose honesty and psychic balance can be established in other
ways, constitutes a number of proofs that it is difficult to deny. But, on
the other hand, this multiplicity of testimony easily involves differences
of opinion.
These can sometimes come from the conditions even in which the
visions take place : it happens, in fact , that the visions are not simultaneous, or even that the Blessed Virgin does not speak to all, especially
when she confides to one child rather than to another a special message.
At Fatima, for example , the little boy never heard the Beautiful Lady.
Jacinta saw and heard all the dialogue that took place exclusively
between the Blessed Virgin and Lucy. As one can see, the condition of
the visionaries was very different. At Beauraing, this same phenomenon
took place, though it was unusual ; it happened that one or other of the
visionaries did not hear, though conscious that the lips of the Blessed
Virgin were moving ; and even, on certain days, one of them was
deprived of the vision that the others were privileged to witness. On
January 3, 1933, Fernande Voisin who had neither heard nor seen
anything in the course of the vision granted to the others, was afterwards,
in extraordinary circumstances, favored with a vision exclusively her
own.
These minor differences might seem to weaken the testimony of the
visionaries, but there again other criteria can intervene to give them the
value they deserve. Thus at Beauraing, the beginning of the apparitions
was marked by the five children falling brutally on their knees and by
the heightening of their voices while praying. Now, in the course of the
questioning held at the end of the vision, one of the children confessed
to not seeing anything; people had noticed that actually he had been
slow in kneeling. In such a case, his avowal could not surprise those
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who had assisted at the apparition, nor permit the testimony of the
others to be doubted. On the other hand, certain secondary differences
concerning such or such a detail of the apparition can be perfectly explained by the inattention of one or other of the children, and they can
even serve to prove the absence of any previous understanding among
them.
The fact of being able to count on a testimony in agreement on the
essentials and which is sustained all through the course of a long series
of apparitions, especially in the case of children with little education,
and this, in spite of clever questioning by experienced men, constitutes
an undeniable advantage for the critical study of the events. Now, in
what concerns the apparitions of Beauraing whose history we know very
well, we would like to stress the fact that in their development, just as
in the apparitions before 1932, t h ey knew the same vicissitudes as their
forerunners: more particularly the passionate opposition of certain
milieux, notwithstanding the accumulation of favorable data concerning
their heavenly character. But the number of children, their lack of
preparation, even their unpolished appearance, their staunch unanimity
as witnesses, the imperturbable calm and the assurance they showed,
the miracles which sometimes accompanied the apparitions - all that
assured to the Beauraing apparitions a credibility that polemicists have
not succeeded in destroying. As time goes on, it is more and more clear
that Beauraing takes its place among the great Marian apparitions.
Up to now, we have only studied Beauraing in the framework of the
Marian apparitions from the point of view of the conditions in which
they took place. It is important now to place the message of the Virgin
of Beauraing in the series of the apparitions with which God has favored
our world in modern and contemporary times.
The multiplicity of the Marian apparitions is one of the most remarkable features of the history of the Church in our times : it is one of the
noteworthy charismas of the actual life of the Church. These apparitions
manifest and reveal the action of the Holy Spirit in some tangible way :
God does not cease to love His Church, and in each century, He has
insisted on giving visible signs of this. In this regard, the period in
which we live can be considered one of the most privileged.
These divine interventions seem especially opportune at a time when
humanity in general seems, according to the words of the Holy Father,
to have lost the sense of God. In many minds, faith must give in to
science, in which one finds the reason for all things. One can no longer,
or does not wish any longer to admit the " meddling" of God in human
affairs.
The Marian apparitions are already the beginning of an answer from
God who affirms His Presence acting through the extraordinary manifestations with which He gratifies the most simple among us. Man no
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longer goes to God! God in His merciful goodness comes to him through
Mary. In this regard, even the background of the Beauraing apparitions
is striking. Mary appeared at t he crossroad of a highway, at the foot of
the embankment of a railroad. She came to speak to us, there, where
one might say she would be least expected. It is in the noise of our times
that she gave her message of hope.
The material progress of science has brought in its wake an increasing
abandonment of the principles of Christian life. Prayer is abandoned,
religious practice is decreasing, the sense of sin is disappearing and with
it, the sense of penance and redemption.
It is impressive to see how God commissions the Blessed Virgin, the
Mother of H is Son, the Coredemptrix, with the task of reviving in souls
the spirit of prayer, the sense of sacrifice and the obligation of penance.
All the apparitions bear this pressing and anguished appeal to frequent
and persevering prayer, and to sacrifice. At Fatima the Blessed Virgin
calls herself Our Lady of the Rosary. At La Salette, she asks for daily
prayer. At Lourdes, the exhortation to prayer is found in the eighteen
apparitions and the Blessed Virgin prays with Bernadette. At Beauraing
Our Lady insists on the imperative need of prayer: "Pray, pray much,
pray always." The apparitions take place in the course of the recitation
of the rosary which is continued also during the vision, but in a more
rapid rhythm and in an especially high tone . This same invitation to
prayer is repeated by Our Lady at Banneux, and the message of Pontmain, begins with these words: "But pray, my children."
The idea of reparation likewise forms a back-drop for all the Marian
manifestations . At Lourdes, the Blessed Virgin imposes on her who
must make her message known, gestures and proceedings of penance :
she makes her advance on her knees, kiss the ground, eat grass. She
issues the striking order: "Penance, penance, penance." At Fatima, as
at La Salette, Our Lady seems most particularly to insist on the gravity
of sin and to implore men to accept suffering willingly in reparation for
sins committed. At Beauraing she closes the series of apparitions with
the words: " Then, sacrifice yourselves for me."
It is remarkable that all these extraordinary interventions of God take
the form of Marian apparitions. If it be permitted to judge the Divine
intentions, one can see in this choice a merciful attention particularly
touching, since the messenger is none other than the Virgin Mary, who,
as Mother of God and Mother of Christians has a special claim on the
mission vested in her.
Indeed, in all the apparitions, she is of wondrous beauty; her gestures,
her attitude are graciously kind and encouraging. Everything about her
creates a climate of confidence and elicits a generous response. Serene
brilliance, smiling kindness, maternal solicitude, such is the aspect the
Blessed Virgin takes in appearing to us.
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But it seems, too, that if God has chosen the Virgin Mary for His
messenger, He wants to bring out the splendor of the privileges and
prerogatives of the Mother of God. These attributes can but strengthen
the confidence of Christians in her whose privileges have already been
proclaimed dogmatically by the Church, privileges on which the attention
of theologians is more and more concentrated. The ensemble of the
Marian apparitions has not neglected any of the principal attributes of
Mary, and, besides, one notices a real enrichment from one apparition
to the other.
At Lourdes, a short while after the proclamation of the dogma of the
Immaculate Conception, the Virgin called herself the "Immaculate
Conception" : in a manner, she was coming to ratify the dogmatic
definition of 1854. At Fatima, in a world of chaos, she appears as Mediatrix, suggesting the consecration to the Immaculate Heart as the promise
of hope of salvation.
Beauraing seems to bring forward yet more this idea of the all-powerful
mediation of Mary. After presenting herself as the Immaculate Virgin,
an evident reminder of her title of Lourdes, Our Lady affirms herself
explicitly as the all-powerful Mediatrix, in the promise that she made to
her favorites : " I will convert sinners." And immediately, as if to establish her rights to such a mission, she recalls that she is " the Mother of
God and the Queen of Heaven. " If on one hand, the Virgin reminds us
of our role in the work of redemption in asking for prayer and penance,
she brings us, in turn, the formal assurance of an efficacious intervention
in the economy of salvation.

-

There is a close connection between the message delivered by the
Blessed Virgin and the aspect under which she presents herself. At
Lourdes, she is evidently the Virgin of the Annunciation; at Fatima,
where for the first time she allows her children to see her maternal heart,
she is Our Lady, the all-powerful intercessor, attentive to the miseries
of mankind; at Beauraing she is the Virgin of the Assumption, of the
universal Queenship of Mary. As we have said, she proclaims herself
as the Mother of God and Queen of Heaven ; she appears cr owned with
a diadem and offers her Golden Heart to the eyes of her children : that
heart radiant with glory and rich with the divine predilection which has
made her the Mother of God. Her final appeal addressed to the oldest
of the visionaries: "Do you love me? Do you love my Son? Then sacrifice
yourself for me," is fully justified. Is she not presently associated with
the heavenly glory of her Son, as she was, and remains, with His redemptive work?
Without wishing to diminish the doctrinal implication of the other
apparitions, those of Lourdes, of Fatima, and of Beauraing are distinguished by the wealth and density of their e ~ ements in the dogmatic
order. They penetrate one another, and each one insists on a particular
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aspect of the privileges or prerogatives of Mary. One could say that
they form a Marian trilogy.
At Pontmain, at La Salette and at Banneux, the emphasis seems to be
more on the compassion of Mary for the moral and physical distress
which afflict her children, in great part because of sin. It could be said
that she is the Mother of Mercy bending toward human misery.
The news of an apparition is itself so extraordinary that it cannot fail
to excite curiosity and interest in many ways : w ith some, it is scepticism,
even hostility; with others, it is sympathy, even enthusiasm.
The apparitions in a series rapidly draw a greater and greater crowd
of spectators, of the curious or the clients of Our Lady: it is often before
thousands of people that the last apparition takes place.
The fruits of these apparitions are not slow in manifesting themselves.
The diocesan commissions of inquiry establised some years after the
events can but ascertain the spiritual benefits obtained by the Blessed
Virgin: numerous favors among which must be signalized conversions,
sometimes sensational, a noticeable renewal of the religious spirit of a
region, observed by a more intense religious practice. The sanctuary
requested by the Virgin rapidly becomes a center of prayer and spiritual
radiation. At La Salette, by the first anniversary of the day of the apparitions, 50,000 pilgrims had already come to express their gratitude to
Our Lady; and five years later, His Excellency, the Bishop of Grenoble,
took part in the ceremony of laying the cornerstone of the sanctuary
before 15,000 pilgrims. Historians affirm that the region of La Salette,
previously not very Christian, was rapidly transformed and knew a
complete regeneration. La Salette has not ceased to be what the Blessed
Virgin had wanted: a center of penance.
At Lourdes, even at the time of the apparitions, the clergy was struck
by the religious renewal of the parish : "Their confessionals," wrote
Petitot, at the end of the Lent of 1858, "were besieged by an extraordinary crowd of penitents." The movement of conversions, in the
midst of their people, ordinarily rather indifferent, so struc~ the pastor
and his curates, that it was a valuable argument in favor of the
apparitions.
The movement is not less striking at Fatima. On the third of May,
1922, His Excellency the Bishop of Leiria was writing: "More or less
every day, but very especially on the thirteenth of each month, there
is a great crowd of people at Fatima from all regions and from all
conditions of life: they are coming to pray and thank Our Lady of the
Rosary for the benefits they have obtained through her intercession."
On June 14, 1929, the Osservatore Romano made this remark: "The most
beautiful page in the story of Fatima is still to be written: the story of
the numberless strayed souls who have found God there. That is the
best proof of the reality of the apparitions."
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Beauraing has nothing to envy in her predecessors. One recalls that
the Blessed Virgin formally engaged herself to convert sinners : " I will
convert sinners." Actually, even before the series of apparitions finished,
the movement of conversions began among the spectators. " Several of
them," wrote Canon Monin, "who had abandoned all religious practice
for years, immediately had recourse to the Sacrament of Penance. This
concourse of sinners touched by repentance at Beauraing itself will
continue during the months following the apparitions . The priests who
received them in the confessional are unanimous in attesting to this
irresistible invasion of grace ." Much explicit testimony could be recalled : already in 1934, Father Albert, Prior of the Cistercian Abbey of
Rochefort, whose memory is still venerated, said that " if my soul could
speak, it would reveal wonderful things on Beauraing." After twentyfive years, the same testimony is given by many priests, who have
obtained through the intercession of Our Lady of Beauraing, unhoped
for conversions, even spectacular ones.
At Banneux, the chaplain of the Sanctuary affirmed a short while
after the apparitions that a vast movement of conversions existed among
the faithful and the pilgrims of the new sanctuary.
In the principal apparitions, the Blessed Virgin appealed to penance
as well as to prayer.
Pilgrimages abound, especially at Lourdes: souls in quest of consolation and divine comfort, souls coming also to pray with fervor in answer
to the appeal of their Heavenly Mother. But, almost everywhere , these
same pilgrimages are marked by a penitential character, especially by
the practice of making the Way of the Cross on one's knees. At Beauraing, a particular form of penance has practically become an institution.
For many years, pilgrimages on foot have been organized : more and
more numerous groups take part and testify to a perseverance rebuffed
neither by the inclemency of the weather, nor by the length of the
journey.
One cannot deny that the Marian apparitions have contributed powerfully to the development and progress of Marian piety. This, moreover,
is but the answer to the message of our Heavenly Mother, who has
presented herself as the intermediary between God and men, who has
asked for the consecration to her Immaculat Heart, the practice of the
First Saturday of the month, and, in appearing with the rosary, for
devotion to the Rosary. Moreover, from these apparitions, there appears
the fact that Mary must be considered as the haven of salvation for the
Christian people. The Marian movement, which in the wake of these
apparitions is characteristic of our century, must remain as a pledge
of hope .
Let us stress finally the progressive parallelism between the Marian
apparitions and the development of Marian theology, in particular, that
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which concerns the mediation of Mary, either in the work itself of
Redemption, or in the obtaining and in the distribution of graces. As
for what concerns the dogmatic definitions of the Immaculate Conception
and of the Assumption, it is remarkable that the first was in some way
sanctioned by the apparitions at Lourdes and that the second in fact was
preceded by the manifestation at Beauraing of the Queen of Heaven,
showing her Golden Heart, brilliant in glory.
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